The impact of aromatic ring count on compound developability: further insights by examining carbo- and hetero-aromatic and -aliphatic ring types.
The impact of carboaromatic, heteroaromatic, carboaliphatic and heteroaliphatic ring counts and fused aromatic ring count on several developability measures (solubility, lipophilicity, protein binding, P450 inhibition and hERG binding) is the topic for this review article. Recent results indicate that increasing ring counts have detrimental effects on developability in the order carboaromatics≫heteroaromatics>carboaliphatics>heteroaliphatics, with heteroaliphatics exerting a beneficial effect in many cases. Increasing aromatic ring count exerts effects on several developability parameters that are lipophilicity- and size-independent, and fused aromatic systems have a beneficial effect relative to their nonfused counterparts. Increasing aromatic ring count has a detrimental effect on human bioavailability parameters, and heteroaromatic ring count (but not other ring counts) has increased over time in marketed oral drugs.